Mercedes benz w210

W development started in , three years after the W 's introduction. The W was the first
Mercedes-Benz production car featuring Xenon headlamps including dynamic headlamp range
control, only low beam. Exterior changes included a revised front with a steeper rake, similar to
the CLK , and restyled bumpers and lower body trim. Sedans received new taillights, and the
wagon's tailgate was revised, moving the CHMSL from the base of the rear window to directly
above it. The final W production included the E and E special editions released in two exterior
colors - quartz silver limited edition , obsidian black, and with Xenon lights, inch alloy wheels
and black maple walnut trim. This was the first time a V6 engine was offered model year to
replace the straight-six configuration â€” In North America, the range also features two diesels,
including both non-turbocharged â€” and turbocharged â€” 3. The early four and six-cylinder W
E-Class carried over the 4-speed In , Mercedes installed in the E-class its electronically
controlled model " The A five-speed manual is also available, although after the facelift in , it
was replaced by a six-speed manual. The 5-speed transmission was marketed as "sealed for
life"; however, Mercedes dealers now recommend changing the fluid at regular intervals. The W
chassis originally came with one of the following OEM wheel setups:. ET is the German
abbreviation for Einpresstiefe or offset , where the number is in mm and indicates the amount of
offset. This is the same bolt pattern as most Mercedes, including the previous E-Class W There
were four engines that AMG installed in the W The first was the E 36, M This model was
assembled in Affalterbach under the one man one engine philosophy, only available in left hand
drive European markets although many were exported to Japan from new. It is estimated
around 2, E 50's were ever produced in its limited production run. There was also an option for
the M A limited edition 6. In came the M powered E 55 which used a 5. The body styling on all of
the W AMG models was the same until when a facelift and interior upgrades were implemented.
Production was actually split between Affalterbach and the Bremen Mercedes-Benz facility until
the end of While rare, they are nowhere near as powerful as the V8-engined AMG cars. The E 36
looks identical to the E 55 pre-facelift. The European-spec E 50 was only produced in â€” The E
50 was not available on the US market. This model is becoming very desirable for collectors due
to its rarity. It has a 5. Most of these items were standard in North America. The W E 55 was
produced for 5 years through with a facelift in Production figures. Brakes Hydraulic dual-circuit
braking system with vacuum servo unit, disk brakes, internally ventilated, two piece front
"floating" rotors and 2-piston front floating calipers. Most of the options were standard in North
America. In , Mercedes-Benz reintroduced the 4Matic all-wheel drive system in the US on the W,
although it was previously available in some European territories. Rather than using the
clutches and couplings of the earlier design, Mercedes opted to use three open differentials:
front, center, and rear. The front suspension design of the 4Matic-equipped models is different
to the rear wheel drive models and makes some replacement parts such as shock absorbers
more expensive. Some known problems include the front spring perch being corroded and
tearing away from the inner fender wing , causing the front suspension to collapse. Other
problems include defective harmonic balancer pulleys recall , rust on trunk lid near latch, rust
on Mercedes emblem on front hood, rust on door frames under window seals recall , rust on
front wings just above bumper, defective mass airflow meter, melted rear light bulb sockets,
defective blower motor regulators, and rear window regulator failures. Harmonic Balancer Some M and M engines used in W models were equipped with a harmonic balancer pulley
which, due to a supplier quality problem, may fail and cause engine damage. If the rubber insert
of the harmonic balancer pulley delaminates, the pulley may grind through the timing chain
cover and oil pan, causing several thousand dollars of damage. Mercedes-Benz USA issued
Service Campaign [23] which included inspection of the part and replacement if necessary at no
cost. The part number on the harmonic balancer pulley can be compared to those given to
Mercedes-Benz dealers in the Service Campaign notice [24] to determine if the part is a faulty
original or has been replaced with the updated part. Replacement of the faulty part with the
updated part should be a permanent solution to this problem. Mercedes updated the regulator
to improve its reliability, but the redesigned regulator requires the installation of a new blower
motor. The old-style regulator, which is compatible with the existing blower motor, is no longer
manufactured. The blower motor regulator may be replaced with the much less expensive W
S-class blower regulator, provided that the E-class wiring harness is re-attached to the S-class
regulator. This is usually due to worn out front-end sway-bar drop links. Front Spring Perches Some owners have reported rust problems on the front spring perches - the top perches, which
hold the tops of the springs for the front suspension. The perches are spot welded to the
chassis, and factory coated in a weatherproof mastic to stop their rusting, however in some rare
occurrences, water gets behind the mastic causing the perches to rust and eventually to fail leading to collapse of the suspension. The car remains controllable. This is a problem that
Mercedes USA have acknowledged. The problem is not identifiable without first removing the

mastic to check. Body corrosion - Most model year versions of the W displayed body rust,
notably on European-sold cars. Rust would sometimes appear spontaneously on panels such
as doors and roofs on cars less than a year old. In response to this problem, the manufacturer
would in some cases change or repair the affected panels under warranty or good will. This was
due to problems introducing water-based paint technology within the German automobile
industry, between the years â€” Window regulators - The power window regulator, essentially
the mechanism that transfers power from the electric motor to the window, has a few plastic
parts that can fail after several years causing the power window to stop operating. Cylinder
Head Gasket - The cylinder head gasket on the M is known to fail, causing an oil leak at the rear
of the cylinder head. Differential Bushing - The rear IRS differential bushing wears rapidly
during high performance driving and cornering. The seals of the Lucas injection pumps become
brittle over time and leak. The electromechanics have also been known to fail. Since the
replacement of the entire injection pump is very expensive, a repair kit is offered in which the
affected seals are replaced. Failed Lucas pumps are also commonly replaced with Bosch
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Executive car E. Petrol I4 2. Mercedes-Benz W V, X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck.
Musso Sports P W - W This section covers the potential reliability issues that you might have
with the Mercedes-Benz W Click on the buttons below to read more about the typical problems
that fall outside the scope of routine maintenance. In my opinion, rust is by far the number one
problem with this car and other Mercedes-Benz vehicles produced between and Unfortunately,
the new paint offered less protection from rust. The production of the W E-Class stopped in
Corrosion water-based paint. There have been cases of front spring perches breaking off the
car. The spring perch failures are directly related to poor corrosion protection on these cars and
their age. The front suspension spring perches are welded to the inner wing. This area, being so
close to the wheels, gets splashed with water and salt in winter. The weld is coated at the
factory to provide some protection, but over time moisture penetrates the coating and starts
corroding the metal. Corrosion in that area may eventually lead to one of the spring perches
breaking off. If it happens, the suspension collapses and the tyre suddenly has the option to
meet with the fender. As you can imagine, this can be dangerous if it happens at the wrong
time. You may never see this problem in dry climates with salt-free roads, but otherwise, this is
something to consider. If you are planning to buy the W E-Class, and you live in a wet or cold
climate, I recommend getting the spring perches checked and even reinforced after your
purchase. Spring perch failure. The head gasket is the weak point of these engines. Considering
head gasket replacement is inevitable at some point, often around k miles. Before the gasket
fails completely, these engines often develop an external oil leak from the head gasket at the
back of the engine. Make sure to inspect that area when buying one of these cars. Once the
head gasket fails and is replaced, the new one should be good for another k â€” k miles. This
issue mainly affects the inline-6 engines, like the M, because of their long cylinder heads.
However, the 4-cylinder M engines are also affected, but to a smaller degree. They are reliable
but have a finite lifespan. I estimate that they will need to be rebuilt after around , miles. M
engine - Kompressor lifespan. The M engines are reliable apart from a couple issues related to
the plastic parts inside the engine. If they do, the timing chain loses tension and is at risk of
skipping, which makes the camshafts go out of sync. It is rare, but it can cause some serious
engine damage if it happens valves hitting the pistons. In my opinion , the guides should be
replaced as part of preventative maintenance at around , miles. Another issue, which could
potentially damage the engine if left untreated, is the plastic oil tubes â€” 16 of them in total.
These little pipes become brittle and may crack from the heat of the engine and the exposure to
oil. When they break or lose their end caps, the hydraulic lifters do not get enough oil, and the
engine develops a ticking sound. The oil tubes used to be metal, and they were changed to
plastic in The cars with the metal tubes are problem free. Fortunately, replacing the plastic oil
tubes is a relatively small job. While the 5-cylinder OM and 6-cylinder OM diesel engines, in
traditional Mercedes-Benz fashion at the time, were equipped with a very reliable Bosch inline

injection pump, the OM uses an electronically controlled, rotary injection pump made by Lucas.
This rotary pump is less desirable because there have been cases of its seals becoming brittle
and developing leaks. Apart from the problem with leaking seals, rotary pumps are generally
less robust than in-line injection pumps. Because of these two things, the OM is the weakest
engine out of all the indirect injection diesel units available in the W OM engine - diesel
distributor pump. The first two generations of CDI diesel engines may develop leaks from the
fuel injector seals copper washers. When a leak occurs, the gases and the diesel fuel from the
combustion chamber can escape and cover the area around the leaking injector with burnt,
hard, tar-like substance. Any leaks should be visible once the plastic engine cover is removed.
If there was a leak, you will see a black mess on top of the engine. You may also smell diesel
fuel inside the car when the engine is running. If the leak is large enough, the engine may sound
like a steam locomotive due to gases escaping from the combustion chamber. If left untreated,
it can become very expensive to fix â€” injectors seized in the cylinder head, damaged injectors
seats and massive carbon build-up to clean. Black Death affects all CDI engines. Except for the
rust, which can be a serious problem , the W is pretty reliable. Just like the older Mercedes-Benz
cars, it is well engineered and relatively easy to work on. Unless you can find a rust free
example, I would stay away from this model though. If you do decide to buy it, be prepared to
spend some time and money on dealing with the rust in the long run. That is if you live in a wet
or cold climate. If you live in a place like Spain, buying a W is not a bad idea at all. They are
closely related to each other and both are reliable. The 6-cylinder 3. The turbocharged version is
reasonably powerful in stock form and robust enough to be tuned to over hp by upgrading only
the turbo and the plungers in the injection pump Swedish speciality. The 5-cylinder 2. The
5-cylinder diesel is a more economical and less powerful option. The OM diesel engine has a
distributor pump, which is less robust than the inline injection pumps used in other
Mercedes-Benz engines. The weak point of this pump are seals that may develop leaks. Follow
this link for an article that might help you decide if a modern diesel engine , like the CDI, is the
right choice for you. The timing chains in the W are generally reliable, except for the M plastic
chain guides , but they will not last forever. Read more about timing chains. This section
contains Mercedes-Benz W specifications. You will also find technical information regarding the
engines used in these cars. Press the buttons below to display the specs and engine technical
details. Petrol engines - technical details. Diesel engines - technical details. These are the
original wheel sizes that were fitted by the manufacturer. Your email address will not be
published. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Skip to content Car Directory. Corrosion water-based paint In my opinion, rust is by far
the number one problem with this car and other Mercedes-Benz vehicles produced between and
There is rust on almost every body panel. Spring perch failure There have been cases of front
spring perches breaking off the car. OM engine â€” diesel distributor pump While the 5-cylinder
OM and 6-cylinder OM diesel engines, in traditional Mercedes-Benz fashion at the time, were
equipped with a very reliable Bosch inline injection pump, the OM uses an electronically
controlled, r
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otary injection pump made by Lucas. Watch out for head gasket leaks in the M and M engines.
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